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I remember spending much time during the summer at Mia Faster’s house, playing in the yard, 
and eating lunch with her.  I have only very vague memories of Teodor.     
 

One incident I remember vividly 
happened one warm summer day 
when I was playing with my friend in 
Mia Faster’s yard. He lived next door 
to Mia Faster. I was probably 6 or 7 at 
the time. There was an enclosed front 
porch on the house and there was a 
ladder leaning up against the roof of 
the porch.  My friend and I wanted to 
see who would climb up the ladder 
the highest.  He went first and made it 
up about four rungs before he backed 
down.  Not to be outdone, I climbed 
all the way up on the roof.  I 
remember standing up on the roof 
and slipping…    
 
Mia Faster was working in the 
kitchen, looked out and saw us 
playing in the yard.  A few minutes 
later she heard a commotion on the 
porch roof.  She ran out, looked up on 
the roof and saw me rolling towards 

the edge. As I slipped, I grabbed the electric lines running low over the roof, and was 
electrocuted into unconsciousness.  I had let go of the line and was starting to slowly roll off the 
roof.  She raced up the ladder and grabbed me just as I was about to fall.  It would have been a 
serious fall for a six-year-old; I would have landed right on the porch steps.  As it was, I was 
seriously injured from being electrocuted.   
 
I remember standing in the middle of the street; Mia Faster was shaking me and asking, “Kan du 
se ditt hus, kan du se ditt hus?”   “Can you see your house, can you see your house?”  Then 
everything went black.  Next I remember waking up in our house, lying on the bed, with the 
doctor looking me over.  I was going to be all right, except where I had touched the wire I had 
burned my hand.  I still have two scars from the incident… I don’t ever remember climbing any 
ladders after that! 
 
 
                                                                                                       Kaj Håkan Granholm 
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That enclosed porch or as it was called veranda was a place where the children, their wives and 
grandchildren could get together with Mia. 
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…or for birthdays such as Teodor’s 70 year day 

 
 
The family ring is large and growing fast as you can see from the recent picture of Tore and 
Tordis at their 60-year wedding anniversary . Below is a verse from on our our songs, Forest 
Pine-Granholmen, which you can find on the Homepage/ Creative Arts/Music 
 

We’re all alike, just like this spruce, our sons were by our side. 
They’re rooted now, though spread around, this country far and wide. 

Someday when I am old and bent, my crown will turn to gray. 
And in this place, where I was born, that’s where I want to stay. 

 
På samma sätt som granen, våra barn är oss omkring 

Med rötter fast de leva nu, i en familjering. 
En dag när jag är gammal, grå, min tid skall gå förbi 
Och här var engång jag var född, är var jag vill förbli. 

 
Ja kuusten lailla lapsemme myös ympärillä on, 
He vahvoin juurin elävät perheissä kuusiston. 

Kun kerran olen vanhus painan lepoon harmaan pään, 
Ja sinne missä synnyinkin, vain sinne aina jään. 
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